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The British International Private School,

Ajman celebrated the UAE Flag Day on

1st November, 2018 as a day of renewal of

the national spirit and as a day to reflect

on the achievements in the era of the

President, His Highness Sheikh Khalifa

bin Zayed Al Nahyan .

The entire celebration started with a remarkable

assembly and a well-knit and informative program that

comprised of the Ayala dance and with students reciting

poetries of some of the eminent Arabic poets.

The UAE flag represents justice, peace, tolerance, power

and moderation which in turn is the way all the

citizens live in the emirates enjoying security and

stability.

There was a parade by the students who had their faces painted with

UAE flag colors, as a symbol of pride and respect to the nation,

followed by the National anthem and the flag hoisting by the

principal of the school, Mr. Mohammed Azeem (Principal) and the

Vice principal (Ms. Amina Khan). The spirit of national pride and

unity was high amongst everyone in the school and the entire

celebrations truly marked –

SALUTING THE NATION.





SALUTING THE NATION.







“Tolerance is the only real test of civilization.”

If each one of us decided to look into each other’s

hearts, lives and difficulties with an intention of lending

a hand to help, with a heart to give and the willingness

to understand certainly this place would be a much

better place to live and rejoice.

At British International School, Ajman our young

souls have realized the importance of being tolerant,

patient & considerate. Hence they presented a

marvelous assembly on 13th November,2018 that

reflected these virtues to the best.

The assembly was presented by grade 6 students & it

started with Quranic recitation, followed by the

thought for the day. Quotes about tolerance were

presented which helped to reinforce the idea & impact

of tolerance on both individuals & the society at large.

The assembly focused on the fact that tolerance is an

act of humanity, which we must nurture and enact in

our own lives every day so that we rejoice in the

diversity that makes us strong and the values that bring

us together.



The ultimate aim of the assembly was to evoke a

feeling of compassion and tolerance and making

everyone realize that they aren’t the signs of weakness

but only a strong person can possess the quality of

being tolerant and compassionate to all his fellow

members. It certainly is a blessing that each one of us

must seek.









Respect others feelings, even if it does not mean anything to you, it 

could mean everything to them.”

Students of grade 12B presented a fabulous assembly on 19th

November, 2018 that would remain in our hearts and minds forever.

The students using various techniques and resources like skits, charts

and a short role play impacted the audience to a great extent. We at

British International School, Ajman have proudly announced our

school as “BULLY FREE ZONE”, because we believe it’s better to be

nobody rather than being that evil somebody.

The assembly emphasized the philosophy that our school follows “It’s

our choices that show who we truly are than our abilities.” Each one

of us deserves the freedom to pursue our own version of happiness.

No one deserves to be bullied. BIS students threw a new perspective

for all of us, that certainly broadened our views and knowledge on

bullying.

All of us now believe that injustice anywhere is a threat to justice

everywhere. The senior school boys distributed school bands that had

anti-bullying logos which our students proudly wore with a promise to

help, love, care and never BULLY!!!

BIS students took an oath to help others and of

course ourselves against any injustice, because

strong people stand up from themselves, but the

strongest people stand up for others.”







“Children are like buds in a garden, they should be 

nurtured carefully and lovingly, as they are the 

future of the nation and the citizens of tomorrow.”

The Universal children’s’ day at British International

School, Ajman celebrated the strengths and culture of our

children. It’s a day to help our kids stand tall and feel

connected and proud. It is also a day to acknowledge that

all children enjoy the same opportunities.

The celebration of Children’s day pronounced, a call to

protect our little ones from all harm & a special effort

was made to inform children of their rights.

The 20th November is celebrated world over as the

Universal Children's Day. It is a day we recognize the

importance of our students and their contributions to our

lives. The message conveyed to all was to put wings to their

dreams and to never let hurdles stop them!!!

The day kicked off with an amazing assembly conducted by

the teachers in the Middle school. It was a day wherein fun

and frolic dominated, after the grind and rigor of

academics in the morning. The teachers presented a light-

hearted assembly dedicated to their students. They

entertained the students with a brain-teasing quiz.

Different Cartoon character like Mickey Mouse and Jerry

were seen around the school campus entertaining the

students. The students dressed in blue with their beaming

smiles brimming with confidence seemed to be the

highlighting factor on their special day.



To end the fun-filled day, the students had their class

party where everyone shared the food brought and

relished every dish that was filled with lots of love,

happiness and care.













The birth of the Prophet Muhammad is called

Milad ul-Nabi or Mawlid ul-Nabi and is obsered in

the Islamic month of Rabi ul-Awwal.

At British International School a very enlightening

assembly was presented by the grade 5 students on

the 25th November, 2018 that gave an insight of the

life history of the Prophet, and his legacy – the

religion of Islam that is thriving 1400 years after

his death and still making a positive impact on

people’s lives.

The assembly focused on educating the audience

about prophet (pbuh) who was chosen by God to guide His

people. They stated that Prophet Muhammad was the last and

greatest in a line of prophets including Adam(AS), Nuh(AS)

(also known as Noah), Ibrahim(AS) (or Abraham), Musa(AS)

(or Moses) Dawud(AS) (or King David) and Isa(AS) (or

Jesus).

The students recited Surah from the holy Quran and explained

the teachings of Islam that lays its pillar on the fundamentals of

belief in the oneness of Allah , following the teachings of the

Prophet (pbuh) & treating one & all with respect, honesty,

charity, love and care.

It was truly an experience that rendered a holy and

spiritual feeling amongst all present there, it was a

time that everyone felt one with the benevolent, the

omnipresent-OUR CREATOR!









The remembrance of this remarkable day is not merely a celebration

of every year but has rather got engraved in our hearts & minds, as we

live though & enjoy the exceptional achievements showcased by the

eminent position where our country has reached today.

This is the day when the United Arab Emirates united in words and

actions. We must remember our late fathers, Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan

Al Nahyan and the late Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum,

founders of this prospering country.

They persevered day in and day out to get to the point where we are

today. The journey of development and advancement continues and

our great leaders Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan and Sheikh

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum took reigns of this nation and

followed the steps of their respective fathers for a better UAE.

In order to salute the achievements as a nation, British International

School, Ajman celebrated the 47th National day with great enthusiasm

and national spirit. The assembly by grade 5 students on 28th

November proved that the celebrations couldn’t get any better. The

assembly focused on the past of the UAE and how it has advanced

over the past 46 years. Verses of the Quran were recited and the

ultimate message that bloomed in the entre assembly was that we are

extremely fortunate to live in the UAE where all religions are accepted

and everyone is treated equally.













“A book gives a soul to the universe, wings 

to the mind, flight to the imagination and 

life to everything.”

The excitement and the zeal amongst the

students of British International School,

Ajman knew no bounds when

these enthusiastic students had a visit to the

Sharjah book expo on the 7th November 2018.

The trip to the book fair was a tremendous

success as children were eager and keen to

get their hands on some much sought after

collections of books.

One has truly quoted that “A reader lives a

thousand lives before he dies, and one who does

not read lives only one.” A book lying idle on a

shelf is a wasted ammunition. Like money, books

must be kept in constant circulation... A book is

not only a friend, it makes friends for you. When

you have possessed a book with your mind and

spirit, you are enriched. But when you pass it on

you are enriched threefold.

The Sharjah book expo certainly sheltered a

wide range of books and it immensely

captivated the young minds who considered every

book there to be a gift that they could open again

and again.



The stalls ware occupied by different publishers.

From different book stalls, students were seen

buying some of their favorite books and the most

attractive feature of the exhibition was that there

were many poets, novelists and writers visiting the

fair.

Besides books, other attractive articles were

also sold in the fair. Book fair indeed seemed to

be a very important occasion for the students

as it truly enhanced their thoughts and expanded

their knowledge.

It was a very delightful experience for the

students visiting the fair and they for sure have

seen a new realm of knowledge there, in fact it

was a place where the students truly celebrated

learning in every sense.











A Police force is an integral part of the society which fulfills the

responsibility of providing security and help to the masses.

British International School, Ajman students visited the Ajman Police

headquarters on the 29th November, 2018 to celebrate the National

Day and to understand the physical structure of police station and

nature of duties performed by police officers.

The underlying motive of the visit was to develop the spirit of

patriotism. The students enjoyed the privilege of celebrating such an

important day with the most important people of the society. There was

a small show put up there that further evoked the love for the nation

and the national anthem following it filled the atmosphere with

happiness, pride and unity.









A visit to the enormous university campus of the Gulf Medical

University was the perfect exposure for our sixth formers. The Senior

Lecturer who was the in charge of all the departments in the university

and a specialist in dentistry, was the perfect guide with her extensive

knowledge of medical science courses.

Firstly, our students looked into the details & pre-requisites of the

MBBS course which includes 5 years plus one year of internship.

The second medical science course that the students were introduced

was Pharmacy and Dentistry and after visiting the university, the

students were then taken on a visit to Thumbay hospital, where the

students of gulf medical university worked and proved themselves as

professionals. Our students enjoyed the many rooms for physiotherapy

including hydro therapy and VIRTUAL REALITY.

It was an amazing educational trip that gave an insight to the various

aspects of medical science to the students.it certainly did encourage

our students to pursue these courses and take them ahead as their

career options.









“You can’t blend in when you are born to stand out, because your

writing is the painting of your voice!’’

Shakespearean Creative Writing Challenge was an event

conducted and organized by Delhi Private School, Ajman as a part

of their Carnival Festival. Various schools across all Emirates

have fervently participated in this competition.

As a result, the competition stimulated students' ability to think

innovatively in both academic and professional settings. It enabled

our students to express themselves in a purely creative format,

while providing teachers the opportunity to reinforce the value of

their efforts. The competition promoted imaginative thinking and

creative writing by giving the students various writing prompts and

word limits according to their year groups.

Our BIS students very enthusiastically enrolled themselves for the

competition and accepted the 48 hours challenge wherein they had

to write a creative story and upload it on the website in the given

time. They came up with compelling coherent short stories,

creative pieces, poems containing well-organized features,

characters, dialogues and climax based on the prompts given and

wrote beautiful reflective pieces which were original and self-

expressive.

A congratulating message from the DPS Team was received,

informing that out of more than 600 entries, our girls – Stefani

Jheleva of Grade 9 and Wayna Sattar of Grade 10 won the first

round of Shakespearean Creativity Challenge.

It was quite overwhelming to know that our girls have made it to

the final round wherein they had to present the same work verbally

before the audience and the judges. Our selected girls along with

the coordinator had to report at 8:30 a.m. on November 24, 2018

at Delhi Private School, Ajman for the final round.



As creativity never goes unnoticed, all the finalists were honored

with the certificates for their magnificent work. Over all, the

whole process of the competition was a delightful experience to

both the BIS family and our students.

EFFORTS UNMATCHED#PARTICPATION           

COUNTS#WINNING IS SECONDARY#GO BIS GO#







“God, we are told, is full of loving kindness, and his angels pray

for forgiveness for all on earth.”

The essential awareness of the spiritual state of today’s world,

and of the question of peace, reflects the social pathologies of the

modern world – a pathology that is accustoming people to the

presence of violence as something quite normal and logical, and

where they are all too familiar with danger and the presence of

death.

There is thus a great need for studies which will stimulate mutual

understanding, inter-faith dialogue and multicultural encounters

helping today’s generation understand the need and the

importance of respect, love, trust and faith stands out than any

other teachings. At British International School, Ajman to serve

the above purpose an Islamic Scholar –Muhammad Tim humble

was invited for a talk on 7th November, 2018 that would

strengthen the roots even more firmly for our students.

He fervently spoke about the importance of respecting our

parents, loving everyone, serving humanity and having faith in

the religion of Islam.

Our parents are the ones who have been with us through almost

everything in our lives. Our mothers carry us for nine grueling

months before we are born, and for at least eighteen years

afterwards, our parents, to list a few things, take care of us, teach

us, help us, and provide for us financially and academically.

Without them, most of us would not be in the places we are today.

Holding one’s parents in high esteem is the most important –the

session concluded with this wise statement.





Investiture means a formal investing of a person

with authority, power, right, office and dignity.

It’s rightly said that ‘leaders are not born, they

are made’. Investiture ceremony is one of the

most important ceremony held at school since it

inculcates leadership qualities in students and

gives them a feeling of being a part of the

functioning administrative body of the school.

The Investiture ceremony for British

International School took place with the august

presence of the group director on 13th November

2018 during school hours. The event commenced

with the Qur’anic recitation and translation to

evoke the blessings of the Almighty on this

solemn occasion.

The newly elected office bearers marched in

glory holding the school and house flags

respectively.

Mr. Mohd. Keenan addressed the audience and

motivated the young leaders.

The principal, Mr. Abdul Azeem conducted the

oath taking ceremony and pinned the badges for

the boys.



The vice-principal, Ms. Amina Ali handed the

badges to the girls instilling in the newly elected

student council members, a sense of duty and

pride.

The head boy and the head girl shared their

thoughts and ideas on bringing about pleasant

changes, adhering to the responsibilities while

administering their roles.

Year after year, it reminds us of the trust and

confidence that we repose in our newly elected

cabinet. Donning the mantle of responsibility,

they all pledged to dispense their duties to the

best of their abilities and abide by rules and

regulations of the school.









“It doesn't matter how many times you win an award, it is always very       

special.”

Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement, nothing can be done

without hope and confidence. Winning is fun…. Sure. But winning is

not the point. Wanting to win is the point. Not giving up is the point.

Never letting up is the point. Never being satisfied with what you’ve

done is the point and at British International School ,Ajman the spirit

and the zeal to do better every day has been overflowing, so to

recognize the efforts of the ever willing and the outstanding students

an award ceremony was held in the premises of the school on 22nd

November,2018.

The award ceremony had the achievers and their proud parents invited

and honored for their academic performances in the year 2017-

18 from Grade 5 to AS-Level Toppers.

The Al Najah Awards Welcome Address was given by the principal, Mr

Mohammed Abdul Azeem which was followed by an address by the

chief guest Dr.Mohammed Tariq, Chairman Paradigm Group. The

Students of Grade 7 to 9 presented a wonderful environmental

awareness Mime show for all present at the award ceremony. All

the Al Najah Awardees were given trophy's and certificate of

Achievement. The Annual Report address was given by Mr.

Mohammed Keenan and Vote of Thanks by our Vice Principal Ms.

Amina.

The ceremony was held with a purpose of embedding a feeling

amongst the winners that winning doesn’t always mean being first.

Winning means you’re doing better than you’ve ever done before,

which in turn also motivated the others present there to do better than

the best. It was a ceremony that concluded on a note that encouraged

all our stars to always put their best foot forward as winners never stop

trying….

























"Our Emirati flag is the symbol of our union and 

strength, it is the pride of our parents and our 

children, and under its banner we continue the 

march of progress and by raising it our young people 

build the future.”

“47 years in love with UAE”

The flag of the Emirates, a symbol of our unity, our meaning and

our strength, will remain aloft, from which we draw the value of

sacrifice, building and work.

Flag Day celebrations showed the sincere feelings of the people

for the country’s leadership, highlighting the ties of unity, peace,

love and honour between the people and the leadership. Sheikh

Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi, the Ruler of Ajman, led

celebrations at the Ruler’s Court near the Ajman Corniche. The

flagpole was built for the occasion.

The students of British International School, Ajman were the part

of this celebration that took place on the 28th November, 2018 at

8.00 a.m.

The children met the Sheikh and employees of the municipality

before receiving gifts and singing patriotic songs. Some recited

poems for the nation, the emirate, the Rulers and the flag.



Songs, plays, contests and magic shows were part of

Ajman Civil Defence’s celebrations at the Corniche,

attended by hundreds of people.

It truly was a celebration of unity in a time of separation, a celebration

of building up in a time of wrecking down, a celebration of safety and

security in today’s time. It’s a celebration of real renaissance.







- A tribute to our heroes

This year the UAE joins many other countries that have dedicated an

annual day to honor their fallen heroes. It is a day to salute the

sacrifice of soldiers who lost their lives defending the sovereignty of

their nation.

Martyrs’ Day, as decreed by the President, Sheikh Khalifa, will honor

the memory of all those who have given their lives as they performed

their tasks and duties in the homeland and abroad, in the civil,

military and humanitarian fields.

The term martyr is religious in origin and predates Islam... A martyr is

someone who dies for their beliefs and for defending a cause.

Martyrs’ Day is important to mark and celebrate so that every

generation remembers the heroes and their great sacrifices. Keeping

in mind the importance of this day, our students from grade 5

presented a marvelous assembly on 26th November, 2018 that nurtured

the feeling of patriotism. It indeed was an assembly that brought a

feeling of pride and compassion. Ms. Suganthi (Supervisor) and

Mr.Wasif (Supervisor) added to the beauty of the assembly by

educating the students on the importance of this day and teaching

them to feel how lucky and blessed they were to be a part of such a

dynamic country.

Safety and security of a country should never be taken for granted, as

it means there are courageous people protecting and defending it for

all of us to live in peace and harmony.”

SALUTE#HEROES-UAE#UNSUNG SOULS#MARTYR’S#





- A tribute to our heroes



“The beauty of the world lies in the diversity of its people.”

The above quote justly matched the evening of “Unity in Diversity”, at

the British International School, Ajman on 28th November 2018. An

evening of fun, laughter, joy, exuberance, excitement, screams and

shouts and of course lots of memories. Performances by students

proved the willingness of the children to uphold the pride of the

school, the need to catalogue their hard work, to showcase the

endeavors they have made.

The different games arranged both for the students and the parents

received such huge response and participation which brimmed the

atmosphere with shouts and screams!!!What an electrifying evening

to remember, hold on and cherish forever…

People of our time are losing the power of celebration. Instead of

celebrating we seek to be amused or entertained, but here at British

International School we are real entertainers, come what may, we

promise to make you laugh, rejoice, cheer and celebrate every occasion

with a never ending spirit. Celebration is an active state, an act of

expressing reverence or appreciation.



Celebration is a confrontation, giving attention to the transcendent

meaning of one's actions and we love expressing through celebrations

which was very evident on the night of this stupendous gathering.

British International School yet awaits another beautiful evening in

the upcoming years to celebrate as a family and create dreams and

hopes that each one of us looks forward to….Long live BIS!!!Go

BIS…Go!!!!....the screams that summed up the evening.





















“Our task must be to free ourselves by widening our circle of

compassion to embrace all the livings creatures and the whole of the

earth in its beauty.”

Mother Nature is our teacher—reconnecting us with Spirits, waking

us up and liberating our hearts. When we can transcend our fear of

being harmless, then we become one with all; we enter a unity of

existence with our land that sustains us. Always take comfort in your

green, mesmerizing, refreshing and awakening nature, because the

day you lose that essence, that glorious eccentricity, the yearning and

longing to investigate all that surrounds you in this vast and wondrous

world, is the day your soul shall die.

British International school nurtures such little green crafters who are

weaving each single day into a beautiful knitted relation with our –

NATURE. Here at British International School every soul

understands the dependency of the human element on the vast but fast

diminishing –NATURE. We have realized that we are at the mercy of

the nature, and keeping her green and lush would help us sustain our

lives in every possible way.

It is truly an initiative to make the world greener and even greener for

the forthcoming generations. The harm done has no doubt left its

scars but the scars will lighten, they'll pale unless we keep rubbing at

them...let’s wait long enough, they'll fade.

THE GREEN-CRAFTERS-AN ECO SCHOOL



Harmony is about bringing things into balance and knowing how to

go from sunrise to sunset. We at British International School have

taken the right foot ahead by imbibing the importance of nurturing

our earth in the young minds and we are keeping our promise to lend

ourselves a helping hand before we let everything into extinction.

WE LOVE YOU-EARTH-GO GREEN-ECO-FRIENDLY-RESPECT 

NATURE#SAY NO TO EXCESSIVE USE OF TECHNOLOGY 

#POSTER MAKING#

THE GREEN-CRAFTERS-AN ECO SCHOOL



THE GREEN-CRAFTERS-AN ECO SCHOOL



Health Clubs in schools can favorably influence the habits,

attitude and knowledge relating to an individual and community.

These clubs can modify our behavior towards the attainment of

optimum health. Children are more receptive to new ideas and

practices and therefore it’s always wise to provide a suitable

opportunity to introduce knowledge and habits at a young age.

Having adopted good practices from an early age, they are likely to

continue so as adults, enabling reduction of water and sanitation

related diseases. In addition, children can be catalysts for positive

change in their household and community.

Objectives of the School health club:

The overall goal of the School health club is to promote effective

learning in school through supporting pupils to increase their

knowledge and understanding of health issues that affect them

directly and guide them to adopt positive behaviors to prevent poor

health. The specific objectives of the club are:

· To promote hygienic lifestyles amongst pupils

· To increase pupil’s knowledge and understanding of Water,

Sanitation and Hygiene issues

· To promote a healthy school environment

· To encourage outreach to the home and community

· To challenge children to take up leadership roles and

responsibilities.



Health Club Activities in November

1. Power point presentation about ‘Healthy food habits and

Import ants of physical education ‘given to students of grade 6G1

and 6G2.The benefits of food pyramid, healthy eating plate, the

nutritional value of the food were explained in detail. Most

importantly the side effects of junk food were highlighted in this

session.

2. A Power point presentation was shown on the benefits of

drinking water to the students of grade 7G1 and 7G2. The health

benefits and the role of water in daily human activities were

explained in detail.

3. Power point presentation was shown to the students of grade 8G

about Obesity and physical health, the topics included Body mass

index calculation, Importance of nutritional food ,exercises and

the side effects of obesity.

Overall , it was an enlightening session on how nature plays an

important role in our lives and how we all could benefit if made

proper and wise use of all the resources available in order to

sustain a healthy and fit lifestyle.







“Literature is the art of discovering something extra ordinary

about ordinary people, and saying with ordinary words something

extra ordinary”

It is a curious and prevalent opinion that Literature, like all art, is

an interplay of imagination, pleasing enough, like a new novel,

but without serious and practical importance. Literature preserves

the ideals of a people, and ideals- love, faith, duty, friendship,

freedom – are the part of human life most worthy of preservation.

The Greeks were a marvellous people; yet of all their mighty

works we cherish only a few ideals, -ideals of beauty in perishable

stone, and ideals of truth in imperishable prose and poetry.

At British international School, Ajman in this regard various

activities like favourite poems in various languages like Arabic,

Urdu, English were conducted by the club members only,

different competitions like poem recitation were also organized

where the students performed very creatively with enthusiasm.

Members of the clubs worked together on their thoughts and

present them beautifully on paper which are displayed by them on

the display boards throughout the school. The literature club in

every sense was a club that enhanced, shaped and encouraged the

students to put their best foot forward in the genre of prose and

poetries.





When the teachers, students, and custodians at our

school noticed the great amount of bottle caps being

thrown away every day, we knew it was time to make a

change.

This club was born with a vision to make the school

campus green and educate the students about the

importance of ecological development, inside and outside

of the campus. Its objective was to make the environment

clean and pollution free. The students decided to create

awareness and save the earth using bottle art work for

the school.

The project was originally inspired by Michelle

Stitzlein’s art work of making murals for school with her

students using bottle caps. The students started bottle cap

collection drive in school for which they had prepared

the boxes and placed them in different areas across the

school. They had also prepared posters for the same.

We had a competition between the boys and girls section

to see who could bring in the most. The students brought

in somewhere over 500-600 bottle caps ranging in size,

shape and color. The idea was to draw earth for which

they used a chart paper to create a huge canvas to

display their end product depicting their commitment to

keeping it green & a safe haven.









“The Earth is what we all have in common…Let’s nurture it!!!”

The basic goals of the Environmental Club were to increase

awareness of environmental issues among the students motivating

them to become better stewards of the environment.

The club basically focused on the different environmental issues

faced by the entire human race and we being the sole reason

causing this extravagant agony to our Mother-Earth, we need to

plan and preserve her keeping her up in all the spirit and stride.

Landscapes of great wonder and beauty lie under our feet and all

around us. They are discovered in tunnels in the ground, the

heart of flowers, the hollows of trees, fresh-water ponds, seaweed

jungles between tides, and even drops of water. Life in these

hidden worlds is more startling in reality than anything we can

imagine and all we need to do is to pamper and nurture this

beautiful gift received.

The club motivated the students to make meaningful posters that

depicted both the happy and the sad face of the mother nature,

the then and now, the today and the future and of course the seen

and the unseen version of our world.

SAVE#PROTECT#MOTHER EARTH#BELOVED#THE

WANTED#LETS GO GREEN#LETS BE GRATEFUL#







“Success is where opportunity and hard work 

meet.”

School-Club links aim to create many opportunities for young

people to take part in sports in and outside of school. Effectively,

the purpose of a school-club link is to provide a pathway from

school sport to the community, to enable young people to actively

engage in sport in both environments as participants, volunteers,

coaches and/or officials.

The Sports club is committed to provide a healthy sporting habit

among the students. It helps to learn teamwork at work,

coordination among diverse cultural & ethnic groups and mainly

infuses discipline & in stills the value system in one individual.

Value of time, precision & competitiveness are the major learning

points apart from communication, coordination & teamwork.

OBJECTIVE OF THE CLUB:

• To develop leadership skills by providing opportunities for

students to organize, administer, and manage through

individual clubs and/or the Club Sport Council.

* To provide an outlet for advanced participation and competition

in a particular sport.



OUTCOME OF THE CLUB:

• More active and healthier pupils • Increased standard in school 

teams • Recognition as an institution that supports development 

beyond the school environment • Support and assistance with 

extra-curricular teams/activities




